Employee Council Meeting Minutes

January 20th, 2016

Call to order: 12:15 pm

- Words from the President
  - President Jackson welcomed everyone to the meeting.

- **Guest Speaker: Constance Nagle – Assoc. Dean Clinical Planning & Finance Emory @Grady**
  - Dr. Nagle discussed the 2016 Grady Campus Planning
    - Analytics
    - People
    - Stewardship
    - Clinical Care & Quality
    - Academic Affair

- **Guest Speaker – Adam Webb – Medical Director for Performance Improvement**
  - Mentioned 2 Institute of Medical Reports
    - To Err Is Human
      - 44-98,000 preventable death each year in US hospitals
    - Crossing the Quality Chasm
      - Roadmap for Improvement
  - 2016 GHS Quality Pillar Goals
    - Decrease hospital acquired conditions by 15% by the end of December 2016 as measured by NHSN & NDNQI
      - Improve the overall observed/expected mortality ratio to 25th%tile by the end of the 3rd quarter 2016 as measured by UHC Clinical Outcomes Report / Quality and Accountability Aggregate

- **Guest Speaker: Derrel Johnson & Mavin Poulson – Coffee with a Cop**
  - Bridging gap between students, faculty, staff
    - Initiative to create an officer presence throughout the campus
      - They will come to departmental meeting and address any concerns and answer questions

- **Paul Ficklin-Aldred - Historian**
  - Briefly discussed Grady History, links below will provide additional information
    - [http://www.emory.edu/grady/multimedia/video/history-of-grady.html](http://www.emory.edu/grady/multimedia/video/history-of-grady.html)
    - [http://www.emory.edu/grady](http://www.emory.edu/grady)
    - [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grady_Memorial_Hospital](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grady_Memorial_Hospital)
• Anita Yarbrough – Past President – Senate Update
  o Next Senate Meeting – January 26th
    ▪ Discussing upgrades to Senate website
    ▪ Policies and Procedures

Adjourn: 1:40pm